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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: T1 and T2 values and proton density can now be quantified on the basis of a single MR acquisition. The myelin and edema in a voxel can also be estimated from these values. The purpose of this study was to evaluate a multiparametric quantitative MR imaging model that assesses myelin and edema for characterizing plaques, periplaque white matter, and normal-appearing white matter in patients with MS.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We examined 3T quantitative MR imaging data from 21 patients with MS. The myelin partial volume, excess parenchymal water partial volume, the inverse of T1 and transverse T2 relaxation times (R1, R2), and proton density were compared among plaques, periplaque white matter, and normal-appearing white matter.

RESULTS: All metrics differed significantly across the 3 groups (P < .001). Those in plaques differed most from those in normal-appearing white matter. The percentage changes of the metrics in plaques and periplaque white matter relative to normal-appearing white matter were significantly more different from zero for myelin partial volume (mean, −61.59 ± 20.28% [plaque relative to normal-appearing white matter], and mean, −10.51 ± 11.41% [periplaque white matter relative to normal-appearing white matter]), and excess parenchymal water partial volume (13.82 ± 10.3% ± 49.47 ± 10.3% and 51.33 ± 10.3% ± 155.31 ± 10.3%) than for R1 (−35.23 ± 13.93% and −6.08 ± 8.66%), R2 (−21.06 ± 11.39% and −4.79 ± 6.79%), and proton density (23.37 ± 10.30% and 3.37 ± 4.24%).

CONCLUSIONS: Multiparametric quantitative MR imaging captures white matter damage in MS. Myelin partial volume and excess parenchymal water partial volume are more sensitive to the MS disease process than R1, R2, and proton density.

ABBREVIATIONS: EDSS = Expanded Disability Status Scale; NAWM = normal-appearing white matter; PD = proton density; PWM = periplaque white matter; \( V_{CMP} \) = cellular partial volume; \( V_{EWP} \) = excess parenchymal water partial volume; \( V_{FW} \) = free water partial volume; \( V_{MY} \) = myelin partial volume; \( \%BPVEPW \) = the percentage of excess parenchymal water volume in brain parenchyma; \( \%BPVMY \) = the percentage of myelin volume in brain parenchyma; QRAPMASTER = quantification of relaxation times and proton density by multiecho acquisition of a saturation-recovery using turbo spinecho readout; R1 and R2 = inverse of T1 and transverse T2 relaxation times.

M

S is an inflammatory demyelinating disorder of the central nervous system, which mainly affects young adults. MR im-
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quence, QRAPMASTER (quantification of relaxation times and proton density by multiecho acquisition of a saturation-recovery using turbo spin-echo readout), has made it possible to quantify longitudinal T1 and transverse T2 relaxation times, their inverses R1 and R2, and proton density (PD) in a single acquisition in a clinically acceptable time. A phantom study has shown that these measurements are sufficiently accurate and reproducible for use in clinical practice. Several studies have also shown the validity of this sequence in evaluating diseases such as metastatic brain tumors and Sturge-Weber syndrome, in addition to MS. Even though the synthetic FLAIR image has lower image quality than the conventional FLAIR image, synthetic MR imaging overall has been shown to have comparable diagnostic power with conventional MR imaging for MS, while additionally offering fast and robust volumetry. By using the QRAPMASTER pulse sequence, the R1, R2, and PD values of plaques, NAWM, and diffusely abnormal white matter of patients with MS were shown to be different from those of white matter in healthy controls. Furthermore, the myelin partial volume (V_{MY}) and excess parenchymal water partial volume (V_{EPW}) can now be estimated from R1, R2, and PD, to indicate the quantities of myelin and edema, respectively, in the brain. In the pathologic brain, a decrease in V_{MY} indicating myelin loss or an increase in V_{EPW} indicating edema will occur in this model. This model postulates 4 partial volume compartments: V_{MY}, the cellular partial volume (V_{CL}), the free water partial volume (V_{FW}), and V_{EPW}. The model assumes that each compartment has its own R1, R2, and PD values and that the relaxation behaviors of all 4 compartments contribute to the effective R1, R2, and PD values of an acquisition voxel. V_{MY} contains myelin water and myelin macromolecules. V_{CL} contains intracellular water, extracellular water, and nonmyelin macromolecules. Myelin water is trapped between myelin sheaths and has a much shorter T2 relaxation time than intracellular and extracellular water. The commonly calculated myelin water fraction corresponds to PD in the V_{MY}. The proportional relation between myelin water fraction and myelin content has been validated by histopathology. V_{EPW}, or edema, adds water to the V_{CL}. Because no distinction can be made between excess water and the already present water in the V_{CL}, the magnetization exchange rate between V_{EPW} and V_{CL} is assumed to be infinitely high. V_{MY} and V_{EPW} may reflect the disease burden of patients with MS more specifically than R1, R2, and PD.

The aim of this study was to evaluate this multiparametric quantitative MR imaging model that assesses myelin and edema for characterizing plaques, PWM, and NAWM in patients with MS.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study Participants**

The present study was approved by the institutional review board of Juntendo University Hospital, Japan. Given its retrospective nature, written informed consent was waived. All patient information was anonymized and de-identified before analysis. Data from 36 consecutive patients with MS who underwent quantitative MR imaging from April 2015 through November 2015 were retrospectively reviewed. These patients were diagnosed according to standard criteria. Of the 36 patients, 15 had diffusely abnormal white matter and were excluded from the study because it was difficult to adequately evaluate MS focal lesions in these patients. Therefore, 21 patients (4 males and 17 females; mean age, 38.3 years; age range, 16–61 years) were included in the analysis. Of these, 18 had relapsing-remitting MS and 3 had clinically isolated syndrome. The mean score on the Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) at image acquisition was 0.8 (range, 0–6.0), and the mean disease duration was 7.1 ± 4.8 years. With the exception of 1 plaque in 1 patient, no new lesion was detected on conventional MR imaging since the last ones obtained at least 4 months earlier. All patients were clinically stable for at least 6 months, except 1 who presumably had optic neuritis 2 months before MR imaging but showed no new lesion on conventional MR imaging.

**MR Imaging**

All MR imaging sequences were performed on a 3T scanner (Discovery MR750w; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) with a 12-channel head coil. All patients underwent quantitative axial MR imaging and conventional axial T1-weighted inversion recovery, T2-weighted, and FLAIR imaging.

Quantitative MR imaging was performed by using the 2D axial QRAPMASTER pulse sequence. This pulse sequence is a multisection, multiecho, multisaturation delay method of saturation-recovery acquisition by a turbo spin-echo readout, with which images are obtained by different combinations of TE and saturation delay time. In this study, 2 sets of TE values and 4 sets of delay time values were used to generate 8 real images and 8 imaginary images in 1 section to quantify longitudinal T1 and transverse T2 relaxation times as well as the PD. The TE values used were 16.9 and 84.5 ms, and the delay time was set as defined by the manufacturer (SyntheticMR, Linköping, Sweden). The parameters used for quantitative MR imaging were as follows: FOV, 240 × 240 mm; matrix, 320 × 320; echo-train length, 10; bandwidth, 31.25 kHz; section thickness/gap, 4.0/1.0 mm; number of sections, 30.

On the basis of the assumption that R1, R2, and PD values of V_{MY}, V_{EPW}, V_{CL}, and V_{FW} all contribute to the effective R1, R2, and PD in a voxel, a model was created to estimate partial volumes of these 4 compartments by running Bloch equations and setting up a cost function in a spatially normalized and averaged brain from a group of 20 healthy controls described by Wartenjes et al. Using this model, we created V_{MY} and V_{EPW} maps from R1, R2, and PD maps. This procedure was automatically performed by SyMRI software (Version 8.0; SyntheticMR). The R1, R2, and PD maps were then used to create synthetic MR images. Conventional T1-weighted inversion recovery images were obtained by using the following parameters: TR, 3294 ms; TE, 18 ms; TI, 908 ms; FOV, 240 × 216 mm; matrix, 352 × 256; echo-train length, 8; section thickness/gap, 4.0/1.0 mm; number of sections, 30. T2-weighted images were obtained by using TR, 4500 ms; TE, 111 ms; FOV, 240 × 240 mm; matrix, 512 × 512; echo-train length, 24; section thickness/gap, 4.0/1.0 mm; number of sections, 30. FLAIR images were obtained by using TR, 9000 ms; TE, 124 ms; TI, 2472 ms; FOV, 240 × 240 mm; matrix, 320 × 224; echo-train length, 16; section thickness/gap, 4.0/1.0 mm; number of sections, 30. Conventional MR images were obtained at the same sections as the quantitative MR images.
Image Analysis

Synthetic T2-weighted images and maps of V_{MY}, V_{EPW}, R1, R2, and PD were created from raw quantification data by the SyMRI software on a commercial personal computer and converted to DICOM files (Fig 1). Synthetic T2-weighted images were produced by using the following parameters: TR, 4500 ms; TE, 100 ms. These data were then analyzed by OsiriX Imaging Software, Version 7.0.3 (http://www.osirix-viewer.com). ROIs were drawn on plaques, PWM, and NAWM on synthetic T2-weighted images. A plaque was defined as an area of abnormally high intensity, >5 mm, on a T2-weighted image; PWM was defined as a normal-intensity white-matter area closest to a plaque; and NAWM was defined as a normal-intensity area contralateral to a plaque. An experienced neuroradiologist (A.H.) used conventional and synthetic images to confirm 135 plaques, which were then analyzed. A single investigator (M.N.), blinded to the clinical information, manually placed ROIs on T2-weighted images. A freehand ROI was drawn to encircle a plaque, after which up to 4 ROIs, approximately half the size of the initial ROI, were placed on the PWM of that plaque (Fig 2). The PWM ROIs were placed so that adjacent ROIs were approximately 90° apart to form a circle.
rounded the plaque. A PWM ROI that overlapped CSF, gray matter, or other plaques was removed. Consequently, 128 PWM ROIs were discarded on this basis. The mean ROI size was 44.82 ± 29.12 mm² for a plaque and 21.19 ± 12.59 mm² for PWM. The ROI of a plaque was copied and pasted onto the contralateral NAWM. Finally, these ROIs were copied and pasted onto the maps of VMY, VEPW, R1, R2, and PD in the same patient, and the mean value of each ROI was recorded. The percentages of myelin and excess parenchymal water volume in brain parenchyma (%BPV\textsubscript{MY} and %BPV\textsubscript{EPW}) were also calculated on SyMRI software and recorded.

**Statistical Analysis**

Statistical analysis was conducted with the software package R, Version 3.2.1 (http://www.R-project.org/). Not all data were normally distributed; therefore, we used the Swed-Dwass test, which is a nonparametric test for multiple comparisons, to compare the values of VMY, VEPW, R1, R2, and PD among plaques, PWM, and NAWM. The percentage change of plaques or PWM relative to NAWM was also calculated and compared among different metrics (ie, VMY, VEPW, R1, R2, and PD). The sign of this percentage change for VMY, R1, and R2 was inverted for statistical analysis because overall, the values of these metrics were higher in NAWM than in plaques or PWM. EDSS and disease duration were correlated with %BPV\textsubscript{MY} and %BPV\textsubscript{EPW} by using the Spearman rank order correlation coefficient. A 2-sided \(P\) value < .05 was considered significant.

**RESULTS**

The results of ROI analysis and comparisons among plaques, PWM, and NAWM are shown in Table 1. All VMY, VEPW, R1, R2, and PD values differed significantly among plaques, PWM, and NAWM. VMY was lower in plaques and PWM than in NAWM, with plaques showing the lowest value; VEPW was higher in plaques and PWM than in NAWM, with plaques showing the highest value; R1 was lower in plaques and PWM than in NAWM, with plaques showing the lowest value; R2 was lower in plaques and PWM than in NAWM, with plaques showing the lowest value; and PD was higher in plaques and PWM than in NAWM, with plaques showing the highest value.

The percentage changes of VMY, VEPW, R1, R2, and PD in plaques and PWM relative to NAWM are shown in Table 2. Those of VEPW in plaques and PWM relative to NAWM were significantly more different from zero than those of VMY, R1, R2, and PD; those of VMY in plaques and PWM relative to NAWM were significantly more different from zero than those of R1, R2, and PD.

To confirm the accuracy of the evaluation, the experienced neuroradiologist (A.H.) randomly selected 5 patients with 24 plaques and performed an ROI analysis for VMY in the same manner. The interobserver reproducibility was measured between the 2 observers (M.N. and A.H.): interclass correlation coefficient for plaques, 0.86 (95% CI, 0.71–0.94); interclass correlation coefficient for PWM, 0.81 (95% CI, 0.62–0.91); interclass correlation coefficient for NAWM, 0.83 (95% CI, 0.64–0.92).

Significant correlations with EDSS and disease duration were not found with %BPV\textsubscript{MY} and %BPV\textsubscript{EPW} (EDSS versus %BPV\textsubscript{MY}, \(P = .463\); EDSS versus %BPV\textsubscript{EPW}, \(P = .758\); disease duration versus %BPV\textsubscript{MY}, \(P = .99\); and disease duration versus %BPV\textsubscript{EPW}, \(P = .488\)).

**DISCUSSION**

The result of lower R1, lower R2, and higher PD in plaques than in NAWM is consistent with the results of a previous report.\(^2\) Our report is the first to show that these measurements in PWM take values between plaques and NAWM. The finding that abnormal measurements extended beyond plaques agrees with previous studies of histology,\(^20,21\) MR spectroscopy,\(^22\) and MR diffusion metrics.\(^4,5\) The MS disease process extends beyond the borders of visible plaques on conventional T2-weighted images.\(^3\) Specifically, histologic studies have shown that Wallerian degeneration and retrograde degeneration of the cell body occur around demyelinating plaques.\(^23,24\) The fact that axonal degeneration causes myelin degradation\(^25\) suggests that demyelination in plaques leads to reduced VMY in PWM. Another explanation for decreased VMY in PWM can be found in the natural history of MS plaque evolution and regression. An MS plaque enlarges and regresses in a concentric manner around a small vein.\(^26\) Therefore, partial remyelination without gliosis in PWM after regression of an MS plaque may lead to decreased VMY, even after once hyperintense PWM on the T2-weighted image has already been normalized.

In this study, VEPW, which reflects the amount of edema, was higher in plaques and PWM than in NAWM. It has been shown that the aquaporin 4 gene is upregulated in PWM and even

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Descriptive values of plaques, periplaque white matter, and normal-appearing white matter*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAWM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Values are mean ± SD. \(P < .001\) for all metrics among each tissue type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Percentage changes of VMY, VEPW, R1, R2, and PD in plaques and periplaque white matter relative to normal-appearing white matter*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWM</td>
</tr>
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* Values are mean ± SD. Of the 135 ROIs, 39 were discarded after calculating the percentage change of VEPW relative to NAWM because the VEPW of these ROIs was equivalent to zero in NAWM.

\(^\text{b}\) \(P < .001\) in the percentage change for plaques relative to NAWM for comparison between each pair of metrics, except between R2 and PD \((P = .31)\). Statistical analysis was performed for absolute values.

\(^\text{c}\) \(P < .001\) in the percentage change of PWM relative to NAWM between VEPW and other metrics, and between VMY and R2 or PD, \(P < .05\) between VMY and R1, and \(P > .05\) between R2 and R1 \((P = .30)\). Statistical analysis was performed for absolute values.
more in plaques. It is suggested that this upregulation is for protecting damaged tissue from disturbed water balance. Our result of elevated VEPW in these regions supports this speculation. Because MR spectroscopy results suggest that acute lesions are more edematous than chronic lesions, VEPW in a plaque may predict the acute status of a lesion (ie, its enhancement). Visual inspection of Fig 1D (arrow) reminds us of a ring-pattern enhancement with the VEPW for a plaque higher in its periphery than in its center. Given that blood-brain barrier disruption and edema formation are correlated phenomena, a higher VEPW may suggest the existence of blood-brain barrier disruption. Although R1, R2, and PD are good predictors of lesion enhancement, the combination of VMY and VEPW may be a better predictor because it provides a more specific description of a lesion. This conjecture was not validated here because almost all lesions investigated were chronic and no contrast medium was used. In this study, VMY and VEPW were more sensitive in showing abnormalities in plaques and PWM than R1, R2, and PD. Therefore, VMY and VEPW are potentially more sensitive biomarkers of the disease process than R1, R2, and PD, especially in patients with MS.

Radiologic-pathologic correlations of plaques, diffusely abnormal white matter, and NAWM have been well-established, with axonal loss and decreased myelin density most severe in plaques and more severe in diffusely abnormal white matter than in NAWM. Even though PWM has been investigated radiologically and pathologically so far, currently no study has correlated the normal-appearing PWM on T2-weighted images with histology. Alterations of astrocyte functions in PWM have been demonstrated, which are accompanied by low-grade inflammation and a progressive loss of myelin without sufficient remyelination. Future study should investigate normal-appearing PWM on T2-weighted images histologically, which we investigated by multiparametric MR imaging in this study.

No significant correlations with EDSS and disease duration were found with %BV\textsubscript{MY} and %BV\textsubscript{EPW} in this study. The correlation between the myelin water fraction, which is the PD of VMY investigated in this study, of NAWM and EDSS has been shown in primary-progressive MS but not in relapsing-remitting MS so far. These investigations suggest that the myelin content in the NAWM of the severe progressive form of MS (ie, primary-progressive MS) correlates more with EDSS than that of the less progressive form (ie, relapsing-remitting MS), which was investigated in this study. This conjecture should be validated in a larger study that includes both subtypes of patients with MS and uses a single method of measuring myelin water fraction or VMY.

There are a number of potential limitations to our study. First, our study included a small number of patients and did not include healthy controls. Second, the age and disease burdens of the patients varied widely; consequently, the specific pathology of plaques, PWM, and NAWM may have been diverse. This problem could be resolved in the future by studying a large population stratified by age and disease burden. Third, the multiparametric model used in this study was trained only for healthy brains. It needs validation in several studies, including our current one, and further refinement for patients with brain diseases. Last, although the multiparametric quantitative MR imaging model used in this study represented the amount of myelin by VMY, axonal status was not specifically investigated. The axonal volume fraction can now be estimated from neurite orientation dispersion and density imaging and the myelin volume fraction. Therefore, the axonal volume fraction will be combined with the myelin partial volume to further clarify the MS disease process in a future study.

**CONCLUSIONS**

VMY, VEPW, R1, R2, and PD were more abnormal in plaques and PWM than in NAWM, with plaques showing the most abnormal values. VMY and VEPW were more sensitive to the MS disease process than R1, R2, and PD. VMY and VEPW are useful estimators of disease burden in patients with MS.
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